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The Association of Naval Aviation’s (ANA)
members from the Boston area established
the Patriot Squadron in 1992. Their mutual
interest was in preserving the legacy of Naval
Air Stations (NAS) Squantum and South
Weymouth. The ANA (www.anahq.org) is a
national advocacy group for aviation forces in
the United States Navy, Marine Corps, and
Coast Guard.
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Shea Memorial Grove is on SouthField and
is maintained by Patriot Squadron. Built by
Seabees, it was dedicated on Veteran’s Day,
1997. It honors Cdr. John J. Shea and the
thirty-two Medal of Honor recipients, Civil War
to the present, from the Norfolk and Plymouth
counties. Cdr. "Jack" Shea, the dynamic and
popular executive officer at NAS Squantum in
the 1930’s was killed in action when the
aircraft carrier, U.S.S. Wasp, was sunk off the
Solomon Islands in 1942. There is a tree and
marker for each Medal of Honor recipient
remembered in the Grove. In addition, there
are memorial park benches and a Douglas
A4B Skyhawk that was based at NAS South
Weymouth and flown by Navy and Marine
Corps reservists during the 1960’s.
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SouthField (www.southfield.com) is a mixed
use development under construction at the
former NAS South Weymouth, MA.
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was established by the Patriot Squadron. It is
dedicated to preserving the history and
traditions of NAS Squantum and NAS South
Weymouth. The Shea Museum is temporarily
housed in the former Navy Fitness Center
building at SouthField. It will be moved into
permanent quarters within the next few years
as development progresses. The Museum is
currently open to the public the last Saturday
morning of every month. Check the web site.
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Patriot Squadron welcomes all. If you have
an interest in aviation, the Historical Museum,
the Memorial Grove, or the heritage of NAS
Squantum & NAS South Weymouth, consider
joining and supporting the Patriot Squadron’s
activities. Meetings are held at the museum
and occasionally at other locations around
Boston, usually on the last Saturday of the
month. The next meeting’s schedule is
posted on the web site. Please contact us for
more information.
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VADM Walter B. Massenburg, USN (Ret.)
ANA Patriot Squadron Membership Director
63 Mayflower Road
Needham, MA 02492
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The Patriot Squadron, Inc. is a non-profit organization
as defined in section 501(c) 3 of the IRS Code.
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